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ABSTRACT
We apply one of the Salingaros Scaling Coherence Rules, i.e. the small scale is
connected to the large scale through a linked hierarchy of intermediate scales
with scaling factor approximately equal to e = 2.718 to the front facade of
Quezon Hall of the University of the Philippines and see the effects on the
form of the buildings. The original and the modified were subjected to a survey
of senior Architecture students who rated in terms of aesthetic preference and
impression.
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Introduction
Is it possible to quantify architectural elements and their relationship in
order to produce a more beautiful and appealing building? In a series of papers
[1,2,3] Salingaros postulated on three laws of architectural order which were
obtained from basic physical principles and he put forth that these laws may be
used to create buildings that would be at par in terms of emotional comfort
and beauty as those of the world's great historical buildings. The three laws
are: (1) order on the smallest scale is established by paired contrasting elements
existing in a balanced visual tension, (2) large-scale order occurs when every
element relates to every other element at a distance in a way that reduces
entropy, and (3) the small scale is connected to the large scale through a linked
hierarchy of intermediate scales with scaling factor approximately equal to the
exponential number equal to 2.718 because exponential growth is argued to be
a fundamental law of nature. The first two laws govern the two extremes of
scale: the very small and the very large while the third law governs the linking
of the two scales. We apply the third law in this paper.
The linking of the two scales as one proceeds from the largest to the
smallest scale brings about the notion of a scaling coherence that depends on
the levels of scale being close enough to relate to each other yet not so close
that the difference is indistinct. Ordered growth is possible only if there is a
simple scaling so that the basic replication process can be repeated to create
structure on different levels. Different structural scales must exist, and they
must be related, preferably by only one parameter. Through the different
theories in proportion, mathematics gained stronger ground in the field of
architecture.
The Salingaros Scaling Coherence Rule takes math as a science of patterns
and applies this to architectural elements of a structure and treats the elements
to be interrelated. The mind perceives connections and interrelations between
concepts and ideas, and then links them together. The ability to create patterns
is a consequence of man’s neural development in responding to his
environment. Mathematical theories explain the relations among patterns that
arise within ordered, logical structures. Patterns in the mind mimic patterns in
nature as well as man-made patterns. Mankind generates patterns out of some
basic inner need: it externalizes connective structures generated in the mind via
the process of thinking, which explains the visual patterns in the traditional art
and architecture of mankind. The exponential scaling factor fits both natural
and man-made structures. Thus with this principle, Salingaros proposes a new
way of evaluating a building.
In this study, we take the main front façade of Quezon Hall, one of the key
buildings of the University of the Philippines-Diliman campus, and break down
the facade into different components and investigate the application of the
Salingaros scaling rule to the interrelationship of those components. What we
obtain is a new rendering, or a modification, of the façade. We then subject the
old and the new renderings of the façade to a survey of senior architecture
students to gauge their perception of the aesthetics of the old and the new.
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Application of the Salingaros Scaling Coherence Rule
The application of the Salingaros Scaling Coherence Rule (SSCR) may be
divided into two processes – evaluation of an existing building, and its
modification towards a SSCR-scaled building. However, in order to evaluate
and modify, the SSCR had to be translated into working guidelines and
equations on which the computation of the components of a building facade
will be based on. We first define certain terminologies to be used later. The
following is the set of working definitions used:
Architectural Scale. For our purposes, we apply the term scale in terms
only of area ( ) where
is the product of width
and height
. This
would mean an exclusion of the changes solely in height
or width
. The
delimitation is deemed beneficial to the study since differences in area are
more defined, and thus easier to determine, than those of height or width alone.
Figure 1. Architectural Scales

A1

Figure 1 illustrates how one generates one scale (A1) according to area, and
4scales (X1, X2, Y1and Y2) according to linear dimensions. The subscripts are for
delineation of different areas to be studied. The number of scales in a façade varies
depending on the architectural design, i.e. ornamentation, proportion and detail. A
building with more ornamentation can have architectural scales than that with
lesser ornamentation.
Boundary Scale and Bounded Scale. Bigger architectural scales act as
boundaries or contain smaller architectural scales. As shown in Figure 2, area
acts as a boundary scale to areas b and c but area b is not a boundary scale to
area c. Areas b and c are bounded scales of a. We note that Architectural
Scales b and c are not necessarily the same in value.
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Figure 2. Boundary Scale

a

c

b

Scale Sequence. A scale sequence is determined by a boundary scales.
Note that a bounded scale can become a boundary scale of a smaller
architectural scale. Figure 2 above has only one scale sequence which is the
sequence emanating from boundary scale a. Figure 3 below has three scale
sequences, with scales , band c acting as boundary scales.
Figure 3. Scale Sequence

a

c

b
d

e

f

Scale Levels. Architectural scales are grouped together according to what
makes them distinct, i.e. their boundary scales. For ease in reference, we call
these groups of scales as ‘scale levels’. We note that the aggregate areas within
a level may not be equal but their sum should equal their boundary scale.
Scaling Tree. The scales, scale sequences, and scale levels of a building
are represented by the ‘scaling tree’. Scales of the same level are listed in a
single column and same color legend. The first scale level is listed at the
leftmost of the scaling tree. Figure 4 below shows the scaling sequence, the
scale levels and the scaling tree for Figure 3.
Figure 4. Scale Sequences, Scale Levels and Scaling Tree Corresponding to
Figure 3

Sequence 2
Sequence 1
Sequence 3
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Next, to say that an existing building follows the SSCR, the following
steps were followed:
1. Tabulation of Architectural Scales. Given the façade of a structure,
areas of the existing architectural scales were identified then labelled
and sorted according to size in descending order resulting in a scaling
tree. Scale sequences were determined and boundary and bounded
scales were identified.
2. Computing for the actual scale relationship (ASR). On a per sequence
basis, we start to relate the bigger scale to smaller scales thru their
ratios. For a scale sequence containing six (6) architectural scales, say
from scales a to f as in Figure 4 above, the relationships are taken as
the ASR between scales a and b, then assuming that b is greater than c
we take the ASR between scales band c. Subsequently we obtain the
ASR between b and d, then the ASR between c and e and finally ASR
between e and f, assuming that scale e is greater than scale f.
For Figure 4, there are three (3) scale sequences. Thus the ASR for a
sequence is composed of the ASR’s of the scales included in the sequence.
Now if the building facade follows SSCR, all of the ratios obtained from
the ASR’s should be equal to the value of 2.718 or whole multiples of it. If we
take the Ideal Scale Relationship or ISR as equal to 2.718 then
(1).
1.

We now compare the ASR and ISR.
The value of is then
determined to give the relationship between the actual and the ideal
scales, and is given by
(2).

where ISR is equal to 2.718. In the most ideal of cases, k should be equal to 1.
However with scale sequencing in mind, k should result in a positive integer
number.
The sizes of the scales are then altered for the building’s ASR to be closer
to the ISR resulting in a modified façade. As we compute for the actual k’s in
the scales sequences, it can have a value having more than decimals. In
computing for the modifications the following steps were taken:
1. The value of is rounded off to three (3) decimal digits. Three decimal
digits are chosen because measurements in architectural plans can be in
millimetres as practiced. Also, we took the value of e as 2.718.
2. In moving to be close as possible to a positive integer value, we
further rounded off to two decimal places. This time in rounding off
to two decimal places, we chose the value closest to a multiple of 0.25.
The value of 0.25 can be arguably arbitrary thus this is viewed as
primarily for heuristic purposes. Nonetheless, rounding off to the
nearest quarter values can be encountered in common everyday
6
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practices. We also didn’t want to ‘stray far’ from the original
measurements of the areas. This new value for is called k-at-intervals
and denoted as
.
3.
The product
is now used for obtaining a
modified area. The ISR is equal to 2.718 and
maintains its
closeness to the original scale sizes. We take this product between two
areas within a sequence. We differentiate scales subjected by subscripts
denoting the areas where the first subscript refers to the larger area.
4. Computing for the modified area. The area of the boundary scale
(biggest scale in the sequence) is retained and used to derive the
modified area for the succeeding scales in the sequence. As an
illustration, say boundary scale area a and succeeding area b, the
modified area of b would be
(3).
5. Area iteration. The total modified has to be equal to the total original
area. Due to the rounding off process this is not the case; as a matter of
fact the total modified area is usually less than the total original after
the initial run of the of the modification based on the SSCR. Thus the
areas were thus subjected to a process of iteration. Broadly speaking,
iteration is a repetition of a sequence of instructions characterized by a
set of initial conditions, an iterative step, and a terminal condition.
Iteration distributes errors based on reality. For the purpose of this
particular application, iteration is defined as the repetitive application of
the same mathematical formula to an initial condition until it yields the
desired terminal condition. The desired terminal condition is zero. The
sum of all iterations gives the modified area for a particular scale. In
applying the iteration, we repeated the procedure mentioned above but
using only the remainder as ’start’ value for the boundary scale. The
value of
from the initial run was used to determine the
corrections to the bounded scales. The iteration process can go on
number of times until the total modified areas of the bounded scales
matches the total original area of the boundary scale.
6. Finally, in distributing the modified areas to their respective lengths and
widths, direct proportion based on the dimensions of the original areas
was implemented.
As an illustration, in Table 1 is a summary of the points mentioned for the
evaluation and modification as applied to Figure 4.
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Application of the SSCR to Quezon Hall
The University of the Philippines is one of our country’s premier learning
institutions. The Administration Building of the University of the Philippines
in its campus in Diliman, known as the Quezon Hall. It was in 1950 when the
construction of the ‘stripped’ art deco style building was finished. The
building’s façade can be described comprising of two wings four storeys high
linked together by a central high and wide void (see Picture 1).
The wings have anarchitectural feature made up of horizontal bands of
concrete under casement windows on all three floors covered by a tiled hip
roof. Two wide brick walls flank the central void where four pairs of slender
column shafts rise to support an open pavilion at the fourth floor and a secondfloor curvilinear open corridor linking the two wings.
Picture 1. Front View Quezon Hall Facade

Picture 2. Left Wing View Quezon Hall Facade
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Picture 3. Façade Center View of Quezon Hall

Quezon Hall Scaling Tree
We begin to apply the SSCR to the front façade of Quezon City with a
CAD file of the façade using actual and original dimensions as shown in Figure
5a. We proceed with determining the biggest scale of Quezon Hall which is the
whole structure itself and consider this as boundary scale (Level 1) of
Sequence 1. This is labeled as Façade in Figure 5b. The building is then broken
down into the components of the façade, considered as the Bounded Scales
(Level 2) of Sequence 1. Higher-level bounded scales where determined until
the last identifiable detail of the building.
Figures 5a and 5b show the boundary scale and bounded scales identified
in Quezon Hall which translate to its Sequence 1as shown in the Scaling Tree
in Figure 6.The complete Scaling Tree for the façade of Quezon Hall is shown
in Figure 7a and 7b.
Figure 5a. Boundary Scale
facade
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Figure 5b. Bounded Scale
facade top

Fig. 5b. Bounded Scale
facade left

facade center

facade void

facade right

Figure 6. Sequence 1 of Quezon Hall Scaling Tree
facade center

facade

facade left
facade right
facade top
facade void

Elevation Modification
Table 2a and 2b shows the application of the formula master list, i.e. the
computations for the values of
to Sequences 1 to 7 of
Quezon Hall. In addition, Tables 2a and 2b contain iterations applied
accordingly. The columns labelled Initial Modified Scales are results before
appliting iteration; the columns labelled as Final Modified Scales include
ierations. Figure 8 shows how how close the scales of the various elements of
the façade approach the original scales after SSCR-modification and the
iterations.
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

facade

facade center

frame

wall left/right

facade left/right

roof

outermost wall

top cluster windows

bottom cluster windwows

border wall
facade top

roof

wall left/right

column 1 (6")

void 1(2")
void 2 (2")
void 3
facade void

void
column 1 (4")

upper void

lower void
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LEVEL 3

frame

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

inner frame
middle frame
outer frame
stairs

plant box left/right
stairs

wall left/right

brick veneered
plastered

roof

roof tiles

outermost wall

top window

gutter
glass
window frame
bottom window

glass
window frame

brick veneered
plastered
top cluster windows

window 1 (6")

window a (e")

frame
bottom cluster windwows

window 1 (6")

top window
border wall
bottom window
brick veneered

frame
border wall
roof

roof detail

wall left/right

plastered

gutter

window cluster

column 1 (6")

window 1(6")

wall base
downspout

void 1(2")
void 2 (2")
void 3
void
column 1 (4")

flutes (")

upper void

lower void

void 1
floor slab
railing

balusters ('')
void
horizontal elem
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Table 2a. Sequence 1 to 7 Application
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Table 2b. Continuation of Sequence 1-6 Application
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Figure 8a. Iteration of Areas for Sequence 1

Figure 8b. Iteration of Areas for Sequence 2

Figure 8c. Iteration of Areas for Sequence 3
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Figure 8d. Iteration of Areas for Sequence 4

Figure 8e. Iteration of Areas for Sequence 5

Figure 8f. Iteration of Areas for Sequence 6

Figure 8g. Graph of Areas for Sequence 7
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Figure 9 shows the actual and modified elevation of Quezon Hall
following the methods and procedures presented. The height of the balcony
was retained for functionality purposes. Figures 9 and 10 show the line and
rendered drawings of both the modified and existing elevation, with the
following observations:
1. The modified elevation pronounces the building’s height more than its
width. Note that the façade length has changed but the total area of the
façade, and its individual elements, have not changed.
2. The modified elevation has a narrower lobby.
3. Columns appear to be slimmer in the modified elevation than those of
the existing elevation.
4. Openings and architectural elements were hierarchically-defined as
opposed to the consistent sizes of openings in the existing elevation.
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Figure 9. Quezon Hall Actual and Modified Line Drawings
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Figure 10. Quezon Hall Actual and Modified Rendered Drawings
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Experimental Results and Analysis
The researches were curious to see the reaction to, or perception of, the
modified Quezon hall façade elevation so the existing and modified elevation
drawings were subjected to a simple experiment. A survey was taken among
senior Architecture students of the university and from non-students of the
university. The goal was get initial findings on which, between the existing
elevation and SSCR-modified elevation, is more aesthetically pleasing. The reason
for including architecture students who were not from the university was to control
the familiarity with the university’s prominent edfices. Senior student and their
peers were chosen not only due to ease conducting the survey but also because
these students would be aware of architectural design at the stage of their
education. Including the students of the University of the Philippines, the survey
group was composed of a total of 90 students chosen from the Far Eastern
University (FEU) and the Technological Institute of the Philippines (TIP). The
difference between FEU and TIP is that the former is a school located in Manila
while TIP is located in Quezon City also
The drawings in Figs. 4.7 to 4.10 of appropriate size were presented to the
students. The students were asked to view simultaneously the existing and
modified elevation drawing at eye level a meter away. The drawings were placed
beside the other such that the drawings are along the same line of sight. The
subjects were asked to remain in a room during the experiment and survey and
were monitored throughout the proceeding. Discussions with peers were not
allowed. Figure 11 shows this arrangement.
Figure 11. Presentation of the of Quezon Hall during the Survey
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While viewing subjects were asked to reply to a questionnaire with questions
designed to determine the subject’s preferred building (aesthetic preference) and
their criteria for judgement. The questions were simple and done only for this
survey. The results of the survey are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The questions are
given in the first column of the tables.
Table 1. Results of Survey for Line Drawing of Quezon Hall

Line Drawing of
Quezon Hall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

UP Diliman

TIP Quezon City

FEU Manila

actual
modified
actual
modified
actual
modified
elevation elevation elevation elevation elevation elevation
Question 1:
As a whole, which
elevation do you
prefer?

8

22

15

15

19

11

26.677%

73.33%

50%

50%

63%

37%

13

17

20

10

20

10

43.33%

56.67%

66.67%

33.33%

66.67%

33.33%

14

16

12

18

20

10

46.67%

53.33%

40%

60%

66.67%

33.33%

10

20

16

14

21

9

33.33%

66.67%

53.33%

46.67%

70%

30%

12

18

19

11

19

11

40%

60%

63.33%

36.67%

63.33%

36.67%

10

20

16

14

19

11

33.33%

66.67%

53.33%

46.67%

63.33%

36.67%

Question 2:
Which of the two
elevation drawings
appeal to you best
with regards to:
a. Size
b. Shape
c. Composition
d. Proportion
e. Detailing
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Table 2. Results of Survey for Rendered Drawing of Quezon Hall

Rendered
Drawing of
Quezon Hall

Experimental 1

Experimental 2

Control 1

UP Diliman

TIP Quezon City

FEU

actual
modified
actual
modified
actual
modified
elevation elevation elevation elevation elevation elevation
Question 1:
As a whole, which
elevation do you
prefer?

19
63.33%

11
36.67%

14
46.67%

16
53.33%

11
36.67%

19
63.33%

22
73.33%
16
53.33%
19
63.33%
19
63.33%
13

8
26.67%
14
46.67%
11
36.67%
11
36.67%
17

13
43.33%
12
40%
19
63.33%
13
43.33%
16

17
56.67%
18
60%
11
36.67%
17
56.67%
14

17
56.67%
16
53.33%
13
43.33%
11
36.67%
13

13
43.33%
14
46.67%
17
56.67%
19
63.33%
17

43.33%

56.67%

53.33%

46.67%

43.33%

56.67%

Question 2:
Which of the two
elevation
drawings appeal to
you best with
regards to:
a. Size
b. Shape
c. Composition
d. Proportion
e. Detailing

Conclusions and Recommendations
It is interesting to see in Table 1 that the reply of the students from the UP
Diliman itself to Question 1 indicate preference to the line drawing of the modified
facade than that of the actual façade. As seen in Question 2, the reasons for the
preference are related more in terms of composition, proportion and detailing. TIP
Quezon City students were split between the actual and modified facades, while
the FEU Manila students showed preference to the actual elevation. For the FEU
Manila students, there is preference for the line drawing of the actual elevation
also in terms of composition, proportion and detailing.
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Except for the TIP Quezon City students, the data is reversed when the
students are presented with the rendered colored drawings of the actual and the
modified elevations. In Table2, the UP Diliman students prefer the actual façade
for reasons related to size, composition and proportion. The FEU Manila students
preferred the rendered drawing of the modified elevation in terms of size,
composition, proportion and detailing.
One can say that based on these initial surveys there is no consistent evidence
to support the Salingaros Scaling Coherence Rule, but there is also no evidence to
disprove it. Architectural aesthetics may be of a more personal preference.
Nonetheless, a mathematical method to develop and explore architectural forms
should be available to aid architectural designers in their study of form, and these
can be built-in or translated in a computer design programs. The Salingaros
Scaling Coherence Rule (SSCR) is an example of as a proportioning system can be
applied in architectural evaluation and design thinking effectively. Through it,
architectural elements and their relationships can be quantified that can still result
in a beautiful and appealing building.
In closing we note that based on Tables 1 and 2, the rendering of an
architectural design affects the aesthetic appeal of architectural form. These can be
seen in the reversal of data between the line and the rendered facades. There is also
indication that familiarity with a building has not much significant influence on
architectural aesthetics. If it were so then the proximity of Quezon Hall for UP
Diliman students may have shown consistent marks for the actual façade either in
both line or rendered drawings but this is was not so. We reiterate the fact that
these are initial surveys results and further studies related to these are thus
recommended.
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